
 
Background on vessels that Mumrinskiy is transporting fish from this time 
 
As Greenpeace has analysed available background information on the five trawlers 
that has delivered fish to the Mumrinskiy for this trip, we believe it is even stronger 
reasons than before to double-check this cargo before it is accepted into Holland.  
 

 Old cases: At least three of the five vessels that Mumrinskiy has reported 
that they carry fish from today are known for previous involvement in illegal 
fishing operations in the Barents Sea. These are the Yaroslavets, Ponoy (ex 
Kharovsk) and Antares.  

 
 Small legal quotas: According to most recent quota information given to 

Norway by Russian authorities, all of the five trawlers have a much lower 
quota than what their catching capacity “requires” given the normal catching 
pattern and behaviour of these vessels. This illustrates the generic problem of 
fleet overcapacity that leads to illegal over-fishing. 

 
 Research quotas: It is notably that several of them, in particular the Ponoy 

but also Yaroslavets, Solomboloa and Antares , have been granted very high 
“research quotas” issued by the Russian marine institute PINRO. When such 
quotas are given to purely commercial vessels like these, in such large 
volumes, it may be a sign of corruption.  

 
Totally the PINRO has issued research quotas for 5000 tonnes of cod and 
1160 tonnes of haddock, to only seven vessels. Ironically, while the four 
vessels with cod onboard Mumrinskiy today control 32% of the entire 
allocated Russian research quota for cod, the Russian research vessel 
Maksheevo is not granted one single ton. The remaining “research quotas” 
have been granted to Proekt, Pinro 1 and Orgeev. 2000 tonnes of the agreed 
research volume is not yet allocated. 

 
 Little left: In spite of very large “research quotas” in addition to the 

commercial quota, fragmented and incomplete landing data obtained by the 
Norwegian Fisheries Directorate suggests that several of the vessels are 
close to reach their combined quota levels already.  

 
All five vessels that the Mumrinskiy currently carries fish from therefore represent 
high-risk vessels when it comes to likelihood of illegal underreporting of catch.  
 
Based on this information about the individual vessels that the Mumrinskiy has fish 
from, Greenpeace believes the need for a thorough inspection at the Mumrinskiy to 
ensure it does not carry illegal and unreported fish is even stronger than it was before 
we knew which vessels it was carrying fish on behalf of. 
 
For a general background on the Mumrinskiy’s involvement with IUU issues, see the 
following reports:  



http://oceans.greenpeace.org/en/documents-reports/mumrinksiy   
http://oceans.greenpeace.org/en/documents-reports/mumrinskiy-case-studies 
 
 
Information on each vessel case by case:  
 
1. Yaroslavets (20K)  
 
Quota overview per June 2006:  
Commercial quota: 400 tonnes cod, 100 tonnes haddock 
Research quota: 200 tonnes cod, 60 tonnes haddock 
Total quota: 600 tonnes cod, 160 tonnes haddock 
 
Clearly, the quota is very low for such vessel. Recorded deliveries so far this year are 
395 tonnes of cod. All of this has been delivered into Eemshaven. We do not know to 
what degree catch from this vessel has ended up in other EU ports in addition.  
 
This brings this vessel at high risk of becoming above quota through this delivery, 
unless it has received increased quotas after June – on behalf of some other vessel 
in the fleet.  The recorded volumes have been transhipped to reefers Svir, Pomor, 
Grifas and Mumrinskiy, in addition to the trawlers Antares and Kronshtadt (see 
below). Several of the transhipments look suspicious. 
 
Yaroslavets is blacklisted by the Norwegian Fisheries Directorate, after a totally 
unreported and illegal transhipment of 22 tonnes of cod to the Georgian flagged 
reefer Avior in 2005. The fish was offloaded in Eemshaven August 4. There is also 
documentation that Yaroslavets delivered 52 tonnes of unreported cod to the 
Russian reefer Plutonas, which was also offloaded in Eemshaven. This volume was 
missing totally from the vessels catch diary during later inspection. These two 
volumes alone have a catch value at around 180.000 EUR.  
 
Yaroslavets is clearly a very suspicious trawler.  
 
 
2. Kronshtadt (69C)  
 
Quota overview per June 2006:  
Commercial quota: 337 tonnes cod, 74 tonnes haddock  
No research quota (like the majority of the vessels actually).  
 
According to Lloyds list, this vessel does not exist under this name any more, after 
2004. New name is Murmanrybflot 2, owner is Murmanrybflot 2 JSC. This information 
has however not reached the EU veterinary committee, which as issued veterinary 
number to the vessel. In spite of the name confusion, a cod quota has been issued 
by Russia to the old name. 
 
This quota is very low for a trawler like this. Registered catch by this vessel, 
according to landing data so far is 131 tonnes cod and 72 tonnes haddock. The only 
recorded landings are two deliveries by Mumrinskiy into Eemshaven June and July 
2006. Catch from earlier in the year has been delivered to non-reporting ports. 
 
The possibilities of falsification and fraud are high in this case, since an old name is 
used on the labels and associated documents onboard the Mumrinskiy, and since it 
has a very small quota compared to its catching capacity.  
 



3. Solomboloa (94H)  
 
Quota overview per June 2006:  
Commercial quota: 230 tonnes cod, 70 tonnes haddock.  
Research quota: 303 tonnes cod, 30 tonnes haddock. 
Total quota: 533 tonnes cod and 100 tonnes haddock.  
 
The Solomboloa has a very low total quota, in spite of a remarkably generous 
“research quota”. Recorded landings so far this year, which may not at all be the 
entire volume, are 339 tonnes of cod.  
 
Norwegian Coastguard inspected the Solomboloa in April, where transhipments to 
the Russian reefers Svir and Mumrinskiy were recorded. Both reefers have been 
involved in illegal transhipments in the past. From 2005, transhipment from 
Solomboloa to Kharovsk was recorded (now Ponoy, see below). The unconfirmed 
volume was delivered in an unknown port. 
 
 
4. Ponoy (27K)  
 
Quota overview per June 2006:  
Commercial quota: 150 tonnes cod, 50 tonnes haddock 
Research quota: 900 tonnes cod, 100 tonnes haddock 
Total quota: 1050 tonnes cod and 150 tonnes haddock. 
 
In spite of an extraordinary research quota “larger than a Mercedes SUV” for this 
commercial trawler, also the Ponoy has a small quota compared to its catching 
capacity.  
 
Recorded landings so far this year, which may not at all be the entire volume, is 916 
tonnes cod and 246 tonnes haddock. This brings it close to the limit for cod and 100 
tonnes above quota for haddock. The recorded fish has been delivered to Vigo, 
Eemshaven and Tromsø on the Russian reefers Umbrina, Svir or directly. Both 
Umbrina and Svir has been involved in several cases of IUU transports earlier. 
Landings into Vigo almost never get recorded and are a way to hide IUU.  
 
Ponoy was named Kharovsk until summer 2005. The name change has however not 
reached the EU veterinary committee, which as issued veterinary number to both 
vessels. Ponoy was blacklisted by the Norwegian Fisheries Directorate under its 
former name Kharovsk (49C), because cod with reported origin from this vessel was 
discovered in catches that were discharged from convenience flagged transport 
reefers like Langust, Griol and Turicia.  
 
There seems to have been an issue of document falsification and abuse of name by 
other vessels in these landings, as the Kharovsk was not fishing at the time of 
alleged transhipment from Kharovsk. However, it seems extremely unlikely that the 
owners of Kharovsk/Ponoy were not aware that three different reefers, with no clear 
connection, simultaneously falsified documents from Kharovsk at a time where the 
trawler was not fishing. After the vessel was renamed Ponoy, the directorate 
removed the Kharovsk from the blacklist. 
 



5. Antares (90H) 
 
Quota overview per June 2006:  
Commercial quota: 150 tonnes cod, 150 tonnes haddock 
Research quota: 200 tonnes cod, 70 tonnes haddock 
Total quota: 350 tonnes cod, 220 tonnes haddock 
 
In spite of a very high “research quota”, which is a sign of corrupt contacts in Russia, 
this is a very small quota for such a vessel. Recorded landings so far this year, which 
may not at all be the entire volume, is already 265 tonnes cod and 75 tonnes 
haddock.  
 
There are also documented irregularities connected to earlier deliveries from 
Antares. Official konossement signed by the captains of the Antares and Mumrinskiy 
notes a transhipped volume to Mumrinskiy from Antares on July 6 at 22,7 tonnes of 
cod. Landing documents from Eemshaven from July 18.2005 shows that the real 
volume that was offloaded by Mumrinskiy from Antares was 106 tonnes of headed 
and gutted cod. This represents a black volume of 84 tonnes net or 126 tonnes round 
cod, at a catch value around EUR 200.000. 
 
We believe the available information is more than sufficient to call any catch from the 
Antares highly suspect – especially when it operates in cooperation with Mumrinskiy 
again. Both Antares and Ponoy belong to the same shipowner; Ponoy collective. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact for explanation and access to the original documents:  
 
Truls Gulowsen, Greenpeace 
truls@nordic.greenpeace.org  
mob +47 90107904 
office +47 22208379 


